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Your Republican Congressman Paul Cook isn’t looking out for you.
On November 16, Cook voted to raise taxes on 3.7 million working
and middle class Californians to pay for a tax cut for millionaires.
Cook’s vote hurts hardworking families who are just trying to create
a better life.
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Cook’s Vote Hurts the Middle Class By...
✔ Forcing working Californians to pay $12.1 billion more in taxes by 2027
✔ Cutting Medicare by $400 billion over the next ten years
✔ Cancelling a program that creates 20,000 affordable homes a year
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✔ Eliminating tax deductions on medical expenses and student loans
✔ Eliminating the tax deduction for property lost to wildfires or
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Cook’s Vote Helps the Rich By…
✔ Cutting taxes for giant corporations almost in half
✔ Giving the richest 1% most of the benefits
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The middle class pays more so the rich can pay less.
Those are Congressman Paul Cook’s values. Are they yours?
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If you’re ready to beat Paul Cook in 2018
Visit FlipThe14.Com and Get Involved!
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A tax bill no responsible California lawmaker
should support
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“It would ultimately raise Californians’ personal income taxes, which
is a perverse twist that none of the state’s representatives, Democrat or
Republican, should support.”
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This tax ‘reform’ would harm California
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“[It] would make California’s most pressing problem — its
high cost of housing — even worse.”
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A Tax-Cut Bill to Make Scrooge McDuck Proud
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“It still boggles the mind that any lawmaker could support a proposal
that would do so much damage to working people and the fiscal health
of the government.”
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Huge tax cuts for the richest 1%.
Nothing for the rest of us.
Congressman Paul Cook Has Got to Go!
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